ABSTRACT. In this paper we argue against the findings presented in Hay & Bauer 2007, which show a positive correlation between population size and phoneme inventory size. We argue that the positive correlation is an artifact of the authors' statistical technique and biased data set.
they estimate the stability of each of 134 WALS features and use the stability of features to estimate rate of linguistic change for each language. The results from their empirical study suggest that speaker population has no correlation with rate of linguistic change, whereas their simulations show both the presence and absence of some correlation, depending on whether linguistic diffusion is allowed to be global or if it is constrained to near neighbors in the social network. In more recent work, Wichmann and Holman test several different empirical data sets and statistical methods, and their findings 'strongly indicate that the sizes of speaker populations do not in and of themselves determine rates of language change' (Wichmann & Holman 2009:272) .
A third approach to examining the relationship between linguistic and non-linguistic factors is to model the relationship statistically. Studies that directly test the relationship between speaker population and phoneme inventory size draw on a variety of sampling and statistical approaches with sometimes contradictory results (Bakker 2004 , Pericliev 2004 , Donohue & Nichols 2011 , Hay & Bauer 2007 , Wichmann et al. 2011 ). Bakker's study reexamines Trudgill's claims about the effects of language contact on phonological inventories, whereas Pericliev's study targets Trudgill's claims about correlations between community size and phonological inventories. Both studies cast serious doubt on Trudgill's hypotheses, whereas Hay and Bauer's study seems to at least partially support Trudgill's claims; using a sample of 216 languages, they find correlations between speaker population and various measures of phonological inventory size (number of obstruents, number of monophthongs, etc). Although their correlations are modest (the Spearman coefficients they report range from 0.17 to 0.37), Hay and Bauer's findings seem to support the positive relationship between population and inventory size. On the other hand, Donohue and Nichols (2011) draw the opposite conclusion; they find that although correlations may be found within geographic areas, there is no worldwide correlation. Similarly, Bakker's sample is also non-random, as his pilot study is effectively a series of case studies designed to illuminate the commonality of outliers with respect to Trudgill's hypotheses about language change. Though it would seem the WALS sample used by Wichmann and colleagues is the largest (and therefore the best) one, it should be noted that the data are incomplete, and Wichmann and colleagues divide the sample into four groups based on speaker population and use the data available within each group to estimate the stability of linguistic forms for each group as a whole, rather than for each language individually. Furthermore, phonological inventories in WALS are categorized as 'small, average, and large' vowel quality inventories, and 'small, moderately small, average, moderately large, and large' consonant inventories (Maddieson 2011a (Maddieson , 2011b . Thus the smaller sample provided by the UPSID database and used by Pericliev is in some sense the best sample, in that it contains numerical (not categorical) data about phonological inventory size. UPSID also attempts to be genealogically balanced by including only one language from each 'small family grouping ' (Maddieson 1984:5) , even though such balance comes at the expense of failing to capture the typological diversity within each group.
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This sacrifice of typological diversity in UPSID is one example of another methodological challenge for studies like these: the avoidance of bias. The case of Swahili in UPSID (see Note 5) has been described as a BIBLIOGRAPHIC BIAS, 6 stemming from the fact that typological samples tend to include data from languages and language families that are well documented (Rijkhoff & Bakker 1998) and as many as two-thirds of all languages have no grammar or grammatical sketch (Bakker 2011). Further complicating the sampling problem is the inherent uncertainty surrounding the genealogical relatedness of languages. There is no radiocarbon dating for languages like there is for cultural artifacts or biological remains, and the malleability of language (both in isolation and in situations of contact) makes it difficult to distinguish similarities due to shared descent, areal diffusion, convergent linguistic evolution, or chance. As such, a variety of language grouping schemata have emerged at various levels. Perhaps most conservative is the notion of the LANGUAGE GENUS (Dryer 1989:267) , which attempts to limit genealogical groupings to a maximum time-depth of 3500-4000 years (a criterion chosen to accord with the major established groupings within Indo-European, e.g. Romance, Germanic, Slavic, Celtic, etc Perkins 1992), and historically the term 'family' has been used for groupings at a variety of levels (including this highest level). In what follows, we use the term FAMILY to refer to the highest-level grouping, and make no assertions as to the commensurability of these groupings with respect to equivalent time-depths or relative certainty of genealogical relatedness. We do so because in statistical modeling it is desirable to include the highest level groupings available to address the problem of (non-)independence of data points (the well-known 'nested data' problem).
A final methodological issue concerns interpretation of results. As data sets become increasingly large, the standard criterion of p<0.05 to determine statistical significance becomes easier and easier to attain, since in general a larger number of observations allows one to estimate variance with greater precision, hence potentially smaller standard errors and an increased likelihood of rejection of the null hypothesis. In such circumstances, an important part of statistical interpretation becomes the assessment of effect size: that is, if a statistically significant non-zero correlation exists, just how non-zero is it? For example, if each tenfold increase in speaker population yields an increase of 0.3 phonemes, is this finding interesting? Considering that the range of speaker populations spans about 9 orders of magnitude, the difference between the smallest and largest decades would be only 0.3×9, or a difference of less than 3 phonemeswell within the range of variability within any one order of magnitude. Such discussion of effect size is absent from the studies cited above; granted, many of these studies were intended as pilots or short reports, but that has not stopped them from influencing, or even becoming axioms, for other studies (e.g. Atkinson 2011).
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Hay and Bauer's study in particular seems to be garnering quite a bit of attention outside of mainstream linguistics, so before presenting our own study we believe a close critique of their paper is in order.
As a short report, Hay and Bauer's approach to testing the hypothesized relationship between population size and phoneme inventory is admirable. However, in part because of the scope of the study, it suffers from a variety of methodological problems. The biggest problem is the nonindependence of observations: data points within a given genealogical grouping are much more likely to have similar inventories than data points drawn from two different language families or genera (this is the 'nested data' problem mentioned above). Hay and Bauer's main findings are based on Spearman rank correlations, a test that assumes that data are independent and thus does not take nesting into account. They attempt to account for the nesting problem by running two additional statistical tests. In the first test, each family with sufficient representation in their data was added to a multiple linear regression model as a categorical predictor.
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In the second test, each language family was reduced to a single data point comprising the average speaker population and average phoneme inventory size of the languages from that family present in their data.
Hay and Bauer's results for the first test suggest that only Austronesian is a significant predictor of phoneme inventory size, while the variance seen in the other families is too great to conclude any significant difference among them (with population size remaining as a separate, significant predictor). This led them to provisionally conclude that the correlation they found was not simply an artifact of the particular languages and language families represented in their sample. However, multiple linear regression (like Spearman rank correlation mentioned in the previous paragraph) carries the assumption that each data point is independent, and failure to meet this assumption can lead to serious errors in estimations of statistical significance, even when the non-independence is partially accounted for by categorical predictors (Stevens 1986:75) .
Hay and Bauer's multiple linear regression model has a further problem of radically unequal and unrepresentative group sizes: 44% of their languages fall into their 'other' category, while 23% are Indo-European (compare with Ethnologue, in which Indo-European contains only 6.4% of the world's languages). The overrepresentation of the Indo-European family, a well-described family with many languages boasting large populations and large phoneme inventories, may have biased their results toward finding a correlation where none exists. Hay and Bauer attempted to account for this possibility by employing a resampling procedure in which the same regression was run 200 times on different random samplings of their data. The results from the resampling procedure do seem to support the conclusion that population size is still a significant predictor of phoneme inventory size even after language family is taken into account. However, although resampling should effectively remove any bias due to INDIVIDUAL languages, the resampling alone is probably insufficient to overcome the strong bias introduced by the Moreover, radically unequal group sizes means that order of predictor entry matters in determining which predictors are significant (Stevens 1986:77-78 ). Although we are told that an automatic backwards step-down variable selection procedure was employed in their multiple linear regression model, we are not told what order of predictor entry yielded the reported results. For all we know, population may have been the first predictor added to the model, in which case language family is not being controlled for at all, but is merely added as a secondary predictor to help explain the residuals left after as much variability as possible has already been attributed to population size. All in all, the use of multiple linear regression with categorical predictors for the large families does not fully account for the influence of language family groupings, and thus does not conclusively demonstrate that their main findings about the influence of speaker population size are trustworthy.
In their second test regarding the influence of language family, Hay and Bauer reduce each family to a single data point comprising the average speaker population and average phoneme inventory size of the languages from that family present in their data. This reduced the 216 language-level data points to 46 family-level data points. Here the independence of observations is no longer a serious issue, since there is no established genealogical relationship between languages drawn from different (top-level) families, and thus no genealogical relationship between top-level aggregate data points. 10 However, sampling bias is still a serious concern. To take one example, their sample of Austronesian languages includes only languages from the Malayo-Polynesian branch, excluding all the Formosan languages (some of which have large phonemic inventories and very small populations -a combination that goes against the correlation that they seem to find). Moreover, although the choice of Spearman rank correlations is perhaps well-motivated based on the limited size of their data set, this approach is inherently more forgiving since it fits the data to any monotonic function instead of a straight line.
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To be clear: we believe Hay and Bauer did all they could to overcome the limitations of their data, and were meticulous in their analysis and their attempts to account for the problems they saw. They were also appropriately conservative in their interpretations. Nonetheless, their sample was simply too small and too biased to yield reliable results, limiting their statistical power and their choice of analytical tools. Given that their results are gaining acceptance among other scholars (as mentioned above and in Note 8), we were inspired to conduct our own study on the influence of population size on phonological inventories.
4. CURRENT STUDY. Driven by Hay and Bauer's unexpected results, and in light of the methodological concerns expressed above, we set out to test the relationship between phonological inventories and speaker populations using our own data set. Our hypothesis was that once genealogical relatedness was properly accounted for, the correlations between speaker population and properties of the phoneme inventory would disappear. To test this, we used the Additionally, the segmental data are mapped to a set of phonological features so that the database may be queried based on features as well as segments. See Moran 2012 for full details; at the time of writing the database contained 1010 unique languages (not including some duplicate descriptions arising from the subsumption of other data sources). For the present study, pidgins, creoles, mixed languages, extinct or ancient languages, and languages lacking population data were excluded, leaving 969 languages to be analyzed (representing 321 genera and 100 families).
We first set out to reproduce the results found in Hay and Bauer using our data set and their statistical methods. Unsurprisingly, the results are quite similar: Spearman rank coefficients for our analyses range from 0.17 to 0.33, with statistically significant correlations between speaker population and inventories of sonorants, obstruents, all consonants, vowels, monophthongs, quality-only monophthong contrasts, and full phonemic inventories (see Figure 1 ). This suggests that our larger sample size has not radically changed the overall structure of the data; as mentioned above, however, we maintain that Spearman coefficients are not the most appropriate choice for assessing these data, since the data fails the criterion of independence of observations, and because the Spearman correlation is more forgiving than linear modeling. To address these issues, we re-examined the data using a hierarchical mixed effects model, which can handle nested data by allowing predictors at various levels. Mixed models also account for unequal group sizes by generating more precise estimates for groups with lots of data points and less precise estimates for sparsely populated groups. For maximum comparability to earlier studies, we created models in which log(population) is the independent variable (more commonly called a FIXED EFFECT PREDICTOR in the literature on mixed models). Language genus and language family were included as group-level predictors (a.k.a. RANDOM EFFECTS). Separate models were run with each of the following dependent variables: total phonemes, consonants, sonorant consonants, obstruent consonants, all vowels, monophthongs only, and quality-only monophthong contrasts (i.e. excluding contrasts of length, nasality, voice quality, or tongue root advancement/retraction). These were log-transformed to reduce non-normality of the residuals arising from the skewness of the outcome variables. In each case, we used a random-slopes-andintercepts model (in which both the slope and intercept of the fitted line are allowed to vary across groups). The results are given in Table 1 .
In interpreting each of these models, we are most interested in the coefficient for the log(population) fixed effect predictor (which represents the estimated slope of the line describing the relationship between phoneme inventory and population), and the amount by which this slope varies (represented by the standard error (SE) of the coefficient estimate, and by the variance (s²) or standard deviation (s) of the random effects predictors GENUS and FAMILY). What is striking about many of these models is that the variability of the estimates for the influence of speaker population is in many cases smaller than the between-group variability for families. For example, the overall estimated slope for log(total phonemes)~log(speaker population) is 0.0093 with a standard error of 0.0041. But this slope is estimated to vary with a standard deviation of 0.0111 across families -a deviation nearly three times the coefficient estimate's standard error, and larger in magnitude than the coefficient estimate itself. This means that although the overall trend across languages is modestly positive, for many families we expect the relationship between phoneme counts and speaker population to be negative or zero. This can be seen in Figure 2, where the estimated slopes for the 12 largest families are plotted.
TABLE 1: Fixed effects estimates (left) and variance estimates (center, right) for models predicting several phoneme-inventory-related outcomes (N=969).
Looking within families, we see that the slope of the log(phonemes)~log(population) line is further predicted to vary across genera with a standard deviation of 0.0088 (again: more than twice the original estimate's standard deviation, and nearly as large as the estimate itself). This further underscores the fact that genealogical information is crucial to any prediction of phoneme inventory size, and predictions based only on speaker population ignore this important source of variability. To reiterate, the models suggest that the phoneme~population trend varies family to family and even genus to genus, fluctuating around zero, suggesting that any apparent relationship between population and phoneme inventory size does not generalize to language writ large.
Examining further the results in Table 1 , we see that four of the seven models yielded estimates of the fixed effect that achieved statistical significance (these were the models predicting total phonemes, all vowels, monophthongs, and quality-only vowel contrasts). This can be concluded from the magnitude of the t-values for the fixed-effect estimates, since for large samples the t-distribution effectively converges on the normal distribution, and two-tailed p<0.05 significance for fixed effects can be informally assessed by looking for t-values whose absolute values are greater than 2 (Baayen et al. 2008 these models, it is important to remember that the traditional criterion of statistical significance (p<0.05) is not the only criterion for determining whether a model accurately reflects reality, despite the tendency for researchers across many fields to rely on p-values as the arbiter of whether a finding is interesting and therefore publishable.
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In particular, some assessment of effect size is critical to an appropriate interpretation of model validity. With this in mind, it should be noted that in the four models in which log(population) achieved statistical significance as a fixed effect predictor, the estimated effect ranged from 0.009 to 0.017, meaning that across all languages, the models predict an increase of only 1.02-1.04 phonemes for each tenfold increase in speaker population. Given that speaker populations in the data range from 1 to 840 million (spanning nine orders of magnitude), the variability in phoneme inventory size that can be ascribed to differences in speaker populations is ultimately rather small (i.e. the model predicts a difference of only 9 phonemes between the languages with the smallest and largest speaker populations). Compare this to Figure 3 , which shows the means and standard errors of the phoneme inventory sizes within each decade of speaker population, and it becomes clear that a change of 9 phonemes is well within the range of variability within any one order of magnitude (the standard errors of each decade range from 9 to 23). Recall also that the predicted phoneme~population relationship is tempered by the variability of slopes across families and genera (discussed above), so that in some families the relationship is slightly stronger, but in many families the relationship is flat or even decreasing.
CONCLUSION.
In this paper, we highlight some methodological issues in previous studies of the relationship between properties of language and extralinguistic factors. Specifically, in reviewing the literature on the relationship between speaker population size and various measures of phonological complexity, we note that there are methodological shortcomings in both sampling techniques and in statistical modeling. To address these shortcomings, we conducted our own study using a larger and more representative sample of phoneme inventories drawn from the PHOIBLE knowledge base, and applied a more rigorous statistical analysis. Our results indicate that correlations between population size and phoneme inventory size are quite small when compared to differences among language family groups, and that the phoneme~population relationship varies between modestly positive, zero, and modestly negative depending on language family and genus. We conclude that the correlations seen between population and phoneme inventories are likely to be artifactual.
These results accord with intuitions we believe to be shared by many linguists: that similarity in population size is unlikely to be a source of phonemic similarity (either in total inventory size or in segmental composition). Indeed, why should we expect population size to have any correlation with phonological structure at all, since populations can be decimated by war or disease in a matter of months, whereas phonological change seems to be much more gradual?
Relatedly, why would we expect CURRENT Of course, an intuition (even a broadly shared one) does not discount the possibility that some unexpected extralinguistic factor like population size MIGHT be influencing languages in subtle ways, and indeed, statistically significant correlations between phoneme inventories and populations were found in our data. However, we believe that the magnitude of the relationship is not substantial enough to be of interest when viewed in light of the variation within and across genealogical groupings. Thus we find no compelling reason to consider population size as a potential causal factor in the development of phonological systems, and thus no reason to postulate explanations, mechanisms, or reasons why such a pattern exists. We acknowledge that we are treading dangerously near to the scientific faux pas of interpreting a null result, and urge our readers to weigh our conclusions with appropriate caution and skepticism. We welcome other researchers to rexamine our data and statistical models (data and R code available on request). Of course, our data set is not immune to issues of bias any more than any other typological database is; however, its relatively large size does help mitigate bias stemming from over-or underrepresentation of specific language families. This can be seen in Figure 4 Turning to larger questions, this study is situated within a growing branch of linguistic inquiry that examines how to quantify linguistic complexity and asks whether complexity is correlated with extralinguistic factors (be they environmental, biological, or societal). It is important to note that we are not asserting any particular interpretation of our data with regard to complexity; on the contrary, we tend to agree with the comments of Newmeyer 2011 that there seems to be no principled, theory-neutral way of measuring the grammatical complexity of language in a way that allows meaningful comparison across languages. In other words, agreeing on what counts as complexity is non-trivial, and even if we agree that, for example, more phonemes implies greater phonological complexity and the presence of noun classes implies greater morphological complexity, there does not seem to be a principled way to compare complexity in one area of the grammar to complexity in another. In this light, our study should be seen not as a stake in the ground with regard to the determiners of phonological complexity, but rather as an example of how modern, data-rich approaches to linguistic questions can help steer us away from speculations that turn out to be rabbit-holes, while at the same time opening up new possibilities in the questions that we as linguists can address. 10 It is possible that language contact could compromise the independence of data points, and as such it would be desirous to impose geographical as well as genealogical controls or constraints on the language sample analyzed. However, there is no way that we know of to systematically quantify the extent of contact between two (or more) languages, especially
given the extreme variability in the availability of historical records and the asymmetries of language contact effects on the participant languages. As such, any non-independence due to language contact must be accepted as noise in the data, and assumed (or at least hoped) to be negligible when compared to other predictors or covariates. 12 http://phoible.org/ 13 It is also more difficult to estimate effect size using a Spearman analysis, since it models only the ordering of the datapoints, ignoring the relative distances between them (rather than
